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ESC Chair Report April 21, 2020 
By Amelia Adair, ESC Chair 
 

As usual, to save time, I’m submitting my chair report in writing.  Please ask me any questions after the 
meeting, thanks! 
 

1.  Inspection/Enforcement Status. 

 Enforcement.  Good news!  The enforcement letter Mark Young sent to the owner of our longest 
vacant barn was successful, and they have brought in two horses and are finally in compliance.  There 
are now 8 vacant barns in the Stable.   

 For Sale & Vacant barns. 4 barns are currently for sale, and only one of them is in violation of our rules 
for having been vacant for more than 6 months.  In addition, 3 barns not currently for sale have been 
vacant for more than 6 months.  We previously discussed whether we wished to revive our earlier 
proposal of billing barns vacant more than 6 months as if they have one horse in the barn; in view of 
the current public health and economic crisis I don’t recommend we consider taking action on this 
proposal at this time.   

 Inspection.  The annual spring inspection is scheduled for Monday, April 27. 
 

2.  Stable Activity Update/Barn Sales.  No additional barns for sale.  One person has expressed interest in the 
Barns for Sale List this month.  We have also had two inquiries about barn sharing over the past two months.  
Since the first of the year, we’ve had 9 new horses come into the barn!  4 of them will be away for the 
summer, and will return in the fall.  As a result of adding these new horses, we’ve added two new dumpsters. 

 
3.  Fly Predator Plan.  Fly predators have been ordered from Spaulding Laboratories this year.  30,000 fly 
predators will be shipped every two weeks beginning April 24 and continuing until the last shipment on 
September 11.  These are a different species than the fly predators we’ve been using over the past several 
years.  Unlike the old species, these do not have to be buried in moist dirt as part of their lifecycle, and can 
actually be left above-ground.  That means we don’t have to scatter and cover them over.  More information 
to come when they arrive, early next week. 
 
4.  Earth Day/Manure Match and Loading News.  As you know, the Board has approved us to go ahead with 
our Manure loading for trucks and trailers on the next two Wednesdays.  We’re going to see how it goes, how 
time consuming it is for the staff, etc., to determine whether to suggest offering this again in the future.  But 
the people who’ve called me in response to our Vistas’ article are VERY grateful.   
 
We’ve also had a big increase in the number of people asking about our manure matchmaker program this 
year.  As of today, I’ve had 30 conversations with gardeners seeking manure.  Most of them have been 
shoveling their own manure out of the bins, but we’ve had a couple of new manure matches.  Also, thank you 
to those barn owners who have volunteered to be paired with new gardeners.  I’ll be in touch! 
 
Another piece of good news: the Vistas article listed the Stables hotline number, where the message left 
shows up in our Stables gmail account.  This has been very convenient, and I’ve gotten lots of great feedback 
from those people using the number, who appreciate being able to get in touch with someone at the Stables.  
BIG thank you to Mike Ault, for setting up this number, among many other things he’s done for the Stable 
community!  
 
5.  What We Need from HOAMCO. At the March quarterly Committee Chair meeting with the Board, the 
Board asked us to prepare a list of what we need from HOAMCO.  I’ve taken a look at our Charter, our Rules 
and the Maintenance Schedule, and I think those documents pretty much provide the key information about 
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what we need from HOAMCO.  In addition, I prepared a chart that lists the responsibilities of the ECIA Office 
staff for the Stables, as a summary of the requirements in the Rules.  In a nutshell, we need: 

 Office staff to maintain files about horses and barn owners, review and approve barns for sale 
paperwork, review new horse health documents, update the website including maintaining the barns 
for sale list, send out monthly Stable bills, pay vendors, and provide monthly Financial reports to the 
ESC 

 Maintenance staff to maintain the Stable common areas according to the Maintenance Schedule.  
Typically that is less than a half day per week commitment, with periodic full days for major 
maintenance projects (since our maintenance staff are now doing most maintenance we used to 
outsource to outside vendors).  

 Vendor and project management for R&R and capital improvement projects: with the exception of last 
year's major water system project, this typically is a minor time commitment.  One to two projects per 
year is probably all that would be necessary.   

 Compliance Coordinator to do twice/year inspections with a Stable Committee representative, and 
periodically help resolve complaints if necessary 

 General manager to prepare a Stable budget annually and manage Stable financial issues 

 Minor administrative and publicity support for community and Stable events, such as Community Day 
Stables Open House, manure loading days, the holiday party and a potential future equestrian fun day 

 
6.  New Mexico Livestock Board Letter.  A letter was sent to the New Mexico Horse Society on April 1, 2020, 
link follows  https://www.newmexico.gov/2020/04/01/letter-to-the-new-mexico-horse-society-from-the-new-
mexico-livestock-board/?fbclid=IwAR07XMZaCvXjc-E7NLsx2soPVEa1q3TglA0YnPlzzF1mRtw5wJuHKECuaSQ 
The letter provides guidance about how boarding stables should operate to comply with the Governor’s call to 
close all non-essential businesses.  The ESC has reviewed this letter, and concluded that we do not need to 
make any changes in the way the Eldorado Stable operates to remain in compliance with this guidance.  
Owners who care for and exercise their equines are allowed to continue with these operations.  Since we each 
do so in our own barn, we do not share feed, tack or other storage rooms, so we do not need to schedule 
when owners can come to the barn.  We have been cautious about social distancing and are not gathering in 
groups. 
 
7.  Action item recap below: 
 

Action Item Responsible 
Person 

Deadline 

Prepare a bid package for the drainage plan, then work with Finance to 
determine how to implement the plan over time 

Amelia May 

Finalize Stables Maintenance Schedule based on feedback from the 
maintenance crew 

Mike R Next 
meeting 

Send email to barns about corrected bills coming soon Mike A Done 

Report on water pressure adjustment, warranty period and materials list for 
water system  

Mike R Done 

Update water system FAQs Karla Done 

Schedule water system training for barn owners Karla &  
Mike R 

Cancelled 
due to 
Covid-19 

Correct and resend February stable bills Rachel Done 

Determine where and how the Common Area Use Guidelines will be kept Amelia Done 
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